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AN IMPROVED FORM OF APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING THIN 

FILMS BY ELECTRO-DEPOSITION. 

Herr  Endruweit ,  of Berlin, has patented an improved form of apparatus 
for producing thin films by electro-deposition. An endless metal  band is first 
coated with potassium sulphide, and, after washing, is passed through a nickel 
bath o f  the usual composition. The thin film of nickel obtained in this way 
is backed by copper (by passing through a similar bath containing a copper 
salt in solution) and by tough paper, before being stripped from its support.  
A strong sheet or roll of paper faced with bright metallic nickel can be 
obtained in this manner,  and the use of this material after relief-stamping 
and coloring, for wall-papers and for advert isement show-cards is said to offer 
many advantages. The electro-deposited " p a p e r "  is also reported to be 
useful for packing the stuffing boxes of high-pressure steam engines, and, if 
sold at reasonable rates, it is possible that  there are many uses for which it 
may prove suitable.--Scienlific American. 

TURQUOISES FROM RUINS. 

The exhibits of the  American Museum of Natural History will soon be 
enriched by a fine collection of turquoise objects obtained from the ancient  
ruins of New Mexico. The collection was brought in a few weeks ago, and 
contains many objects which are unique and of great scientific value, aside 
from their  intrinsic worth. 

Turquoise is essentially the American gem, not only in the sense that  it is 
most highly valuedAby all the Indian tribes, as it has always been by their  
ancestors, even long before the days of Columbus, but also because within the 
past few years the American product has practically driven out of the market  
the Persian and other imported stones. An examination of the gems offered 
for sale by one of the leading jewelers on Union Square the other day showed 
ten American stones to every one that  came from other  countries, and demon- 
strated, moreover, that  the home-product  is superior in every way to the 
imported, especially in that  peculiar blue color, which,  like the " p i g e o n ' s  
blood r e d "  of the ruby, gives the gem its value.--Scient. Am.  Suppl. 

M ~ L T I N G  S N o W  BY 5TEAM. 

The heavy snowstorms of last winter, which for several days blocked 
the enormous traffic of New York City, brought  to l ight three curious 
.machines employed by the Street  Cleaning Department  for the removal of 
snow. In general appearance these snow-melters resemble a road-roller with- 
out rollers. In place of the forward rollers is a large iron box, into which a 
dozen men shovel snow. Behind the box and extending to the rear end of 
the machine is a boiler, from which two funnel-shaped pipes about a foot in 
diameter  extend into the box. Steam is forced from these pipes through j e t s  
into the box, and the snow melts as fast as it is dumped into the box. The 
water runs down into a sewer. In eleven hours one machine removed 75 ° 
yards of snow. Nine teams were able to do the work for which seventy-five 
were formerly required.--Scientific American. 


